
LITERATURE LEXICON

Literary Lexicon. LITERARY ELEMENTS â€“ refers to specific aspects of literature which expresses ideas through
language that we can recognize, identify.

Neo-classical architectural principles are evident in most of the federal government buildings in Washington,
D. These are attributes, not separable parts. Falling Action The author lays the groundwork for the story by
revealing the: The action and events that take place in the story and build up to the critical moment when the
main conflict is confronted. Repetition  An accepted phrase or expression having a meaning different from the
literal. Inciting Incident  Do they have governesses at home? Sonnet--a lyric form consisting of fourteen lines
of iambic pentameter usually divided into an eight-line octave and a six-line sestet and exhibiting a regular
rhyme scheme. Rhymed pairs of iambic pentameter are called heroic couplets a form associated with Chaucer
and Pope. Joel Barlow's Columbiad a fulsome poetical extravagance widely admired in its time but seldom
read or even mentioned today is an example of neo-classical epic. Image--a word or phrase in a literary text
that appeals directly to the reader's taste, touch, hearing, sight, or smell. A character that undergoes a change
in actions or beliefs during the course of a story. The obvious question, to which the heirs of statistical
Naturalism have no answer, is: if heroes and geniuses are not to be regarded as representative of mankind, by
reason of their numerical rarity, why are freaks and monsters to be regarded as representative? The perspective
from which a story is told. Unrhymed iambic pentameter is called blank verse a form associated with
Shakespeare and Milton. Romanticism saw man as a being able to choose his values, to achieve his goals, to
control his own existence. The fourth wall is broken when a character or actor addresses the audience, and the
fictional work recognizes its own meta-fictional existence. Vonnegut's Cat's Cradle parodies everything from
calypso lyrics and commercial advertising to detective fiction and Moby Dick. Epiphany  Lyric--a short,
highly formal, song-like poem, usually passionate and confessional, often about love; a song expressing a
private mood or an intense personal feeling. Essay--literally a "trial," "test run," or "experiment" from the
French essayer, "to attempt" ; hence a relatively short, informal piece of non-fiction prose that treats a topic of
general interest in a seemingly casual, impressionistic, and lively way. On that premise, one could not project
what might happen to men; one could only record what did happenâ€”and chronicles were the appropriate
literary form of such recording. Utopian literature--prose fiction which aims at a richly detailed and generally
realistic depiction of an ideal society or alternative world. Farce--comedy that makes extensive use of
improbable plot complications, zany characters, and slapstick humor. Homer's catalogue of ships in the Iliad is
probably the most famous example, though almost any poem by Whitman will supply a prize specimen or
two. Fernando Pessoa, a writer and poet from Portugal, expanded on this concept and invented the literary
notion where one or more fictional characters use varying writing styles. A poem does not have to tell a story;
its basic attributes are theme and style. Mood  Character vs Fate  Forms can be traditional and very rigid and
specific--e. The problem set up in the inciting incident is unraveled; there is a revelation of meaning. In
pastoral literature the author typically adopts the perspective of a country dweller in order to expose the
numerous shams, absurdities, and nuisances of life in the city or the court. Black humor--comedy mingled
with horror or a sense of the macabre; extremely bitter, morbid, or shocking humor. Catalogue--a traditional
epic device consisting of a long rhetorical list or inventory. From the novel: He paused; the birds went on
carolling, the leaves lightly rustling. Example: Shakespeare's The Tempest. Science fiction --prose fiction
usually set in the future or in some remote region of the universe; often adapts the characters of conventions of
ancient myth or medieval romance to the modern age of science and technology. Motif 


